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Abstract. The present work describes a procedure for monitoring crack growth in high temperature,
biaxial, low cycle fatigue icsts. The reversing DC potential drop equipment monitors smooth, tubular
lypc 304 stainless steel specimens during fatigue testing. Electrical interference from an induction heater
is filtered out by an analog filter and by using a long integration time. A Fourier smoothing algorithm and
two spline interpolations process ihc large data set. The experimentally determined electrical potential drop
is compared with the theoretical electrostatic potential that is found by solving Laplace's equation for an
elliptical crack in a scmi-inlinitc conducting medium. Since agreement between theory and experiment is
good, the method can be used to measure crack growth to failure from the threshold of deteclability.

TEST PROCEDURE
E laboratory equipment consists of a computer-controlled MTS scrvohydraulic testing machine and a computerized
-L DC potential drop system. The potential drop monitoring system was designed by the first author and consists of a
constant current power supply, a passive RC filter bank, a multichannel digital voltmeter, solid state relays, and a 386
personal computer wiih a thermocouple board and a general purpose interface bus.
Testing is performed in strain control, using an MTS high temperature biaxial extensometcr. Smooth type 304
stainless steel tubular specimens with an inside diameter of 15.1 mm and an outside diameter of 18.6 mm arc tested.
The wall thickness was reduced by 10% in the gauge section to promote crack initiation in that region. For ihc initial
lesis, a sinusoidal command signal with strain amplitude of < „ - .005 was used. In foilow-on tes'ts, shear strain control
was slaved in-phasc to the axial channel to achieve proportional loading, in which the axial and shear strain amplitudes
were chosen so us lo sali.sl'y ihc relation
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Temperature is maintained at 538°C with a 10 kHz induction heater and controller. The use of thirteen type K
thermocouples provides excellent coverage of the gauge section. Five thermocouples arc located in the gauge section
mid plane, four 12.7 mm above the mid plane, and four arc located below. One thermocouple is used for heater control,
iwo for auxiliary indication, nine for post-test compensation of the voltage data, and one for an installed ready spare. The
desired temperature and temperature distribution is achieved by positioning two heating coils with a threaded reach rod
system designed by (he first author. To prepare for an experiment, a specimen is gripped and heated in manual control
to 538°C, after which the heater is switched to automatic. The heater coils arc adjusted both up, both down, together,
or farther apart, as needed, using the reach rods, until a temperature distribution uniform within ±2.5°C of the desired
temperature is achieved. Over the course of the test, oxidation decreases the material thermal conductivity, resulting in
an axial shift in the temperature distribution; however, no channel changes by more than 3.5°C from its starting value.
A constant 12A direct current is passed through the specimen. The potential drop is measured across the gauge
section with nine voltage probe pairs connected to a multichannel digital voltmeter, and stored on the 386 personal
computer. The voltage probes consist of two 0.127 mm diameter chromel wires spot welded lo the specimen surface
(Figure I). To allow for placement of the cxtcnsomctcr and the thermocouples, the potential drop leads arc arranged in
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three equally spaced groups of three. Electrical noise originating from the induction heater is largely eliminated by an
RC filter bank and by using a long voltmeter integration time. Care is taken to electrically insulate the upper specimen
grip from the load frame to eliminate DC current leakage. In order to compensate for the thermocouple potential arising
from minor changes in gauge section temperature gradients, lhc current is reversed after every reading, using the solid
state relays, and the voltages arc rcmcasurcd. This is called the reversing DC electrical potential drop method 11 ]. After
reversing Ihe current, it is necessary to wait 0.5 s for the RC filler transient to decay before remcasuring the potential
drop. Allowing time for passive filter decay and voltmeter integration, four seconds arc required to obtain the positive
and negative voltage readings. Mechanical test dala (axiai load, torque, axial and shear strain, and command signal), the
cycle count, elapsed time, and thermocouple channel readings are recorded in synchronization with the potential drops.
Approximately five samples arc taken per cycle. To minimize the impact of aliasing on the data, the mechanical cycling
frequency (0.04833 Hz) was selected so that the sampling frcquc icy (0.25 Hz) is not an exact multiple.
To summarize, the data acquisition proceeds as follows:
Mechanical data (load, strain, etc.) is read from the test
controller and transferred to the 386 personal computer. The
current is switched positive, il; • thermocouples arc read, and
following a delay, the potential drops are read. The current
is switched negative and following a delay, the potential
drops are reread. This cycle repeats continuously. Figure 2
(next page) shows the relationship of the test equipment and
instrumentation.

Figure 1: View of potential drop leads and induction coil
arrangement.

During the test, the load (or torque) is plotted on an
x-y flatbed plotter, and the cyclic load amplitude is checked
frequently for a decrease that would warn of a crack formation. In addition, potential drop readings arc displayed
as they arc read and a rough plot of potential drop vs. time
is maintained by hand and checked for suJdcn changes.
Finally, without interrupting the test, the specimen surface
is visually inspected for cracks every 30 minutes using a
portable 25 x microscope. The test is stopped when a crack
can be seen with the microscope, or with 'he unaided eye.
However, the cxlcnsomctcrhcat shield blocks complete visual coverage of the specimen surface. In all tests !o date,
Ihc crack had grown very long before it could be seen. After
the test has completed, the specimen is removed from the
testing machine, and the crack length, depth and location
arc measured.

DATA ANALYSIS
The potential drop dala consist of positive and nega'ivc values. By taking the difference between them, we
compensate for changes in thermocouple cmf 's occurring in the potential drop leads. Also, a temperature correction is
applied to compensate for specimen electrical resistivity changes due to temperature variation.
The voltage oscillates within a 150//V band (refer to subplot ! of Figure 3). The periodic nature of the signal lends
itself to standard signal processing methods |2|. First, we interpolate the dala with respect to time using the lew pass
filler i;f Octkcn 13 j, as shown in subplot 2 of Figure 3. Since we have sampled the signal at .25 H/, which is well above
the Nyquist frequency, the interpolation is accurate, and free of aliasing.
The signal oscillates within a 15();iV range due to the cyclic specimen length change: In a cyclic test with a nonzero
axial strain amplitude, the potential drop oscillates in phase with strain as a consequence of the standard resistance
relation, H - pi /.I, where / is the gauge length. The voltage oscillation dominates the signal, and makes the entire
Fourier analysis possible, but is unrelated to crack size measurement, and musl be accounted for. If a crack is present,
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(he maximum potential drop occurs at maximum crack extension; therefore we identify withing the interpolated data,
the maximum pcr-cyclc potential drop. Four such maxima are shown in subplot 3 of Figure 3. The maximum per-cyele
potential drop for an entire test is shown in subplot 4 of the same (igurc.
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The i.) values arc interpolated again, this time
wiih icspcct lo time (/) and circumferential angular position (0), accounting for the unequal potcniial drop lead spacing. The two dimensional
tensor product spline of dc Boor was used over
a uniform output grid. The boundary conditions
imposed on o[0.I) arc:
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The per-cyclc potential drop maxima arc then
interpolated with respect to time using a picccwisc
cubic smoothing spline |4|. For a given voltmeter
channel, the ratio of potential drop, * ( / ) to the
starling value, <N0), is given by o - $( /)/<$>(()).
and is shown plotted in subplot! of Figure 4. The
curves for the group of potential drop leads with
the highest reading </> (probes 7, 8, and 9 in this
case) arc centered for clarily.
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Initially, the potential drops measured on all
channels remain nearly level, or rise together. The
rale of increase rises gradually, but uniformly.
Figure 2: Block diagram of test equipment.
The uniform rise in poicniial drop may be due to the increased electrical resistance resulting from progressive surface
oxidation ai high temperature. Other factors, including the dislocation density increase from hardening, the formation
of many uniformly distributed small cracks, or other unknown chemical and physical changes also result in a uniform
potential drop rise. Eventually, a crack grows large enough to be delected and ihc potential drop for the probe pair
closest to the crack begins to rise faster than the others. However, the crack affects the potential drop far away, loo, and
all potential drop readings increase faster as a result (refer to subplot 1 of Figure 4).
Clearly, we need a way to separate the local rise in o due lo crack growth from ihc general rise in o which is
affected by many factors in unknown proportion. Therefore, v~ subtract the lowest o from all ihc others. We define the
incremental normalized potential drop at lime ' as, o,,,, (O.I) = o{0.1) - rnin(o(#. /)). A crack is "detectable" when
a localized rise in <:>,„. is noticeable. As the crack grows, the <:>,„, curve around the crack broadens and grows higher
(refer lo subplol 2 of Figure 4). The highest curve is centered for clarity. The y axis is arbitrarily chosen to originate
from ihc highest curve.
We note that for the longest test (refer to Figure 5) the time required to perform the Fourier interpolation was 7:49
(wall clock, in mm:ss) on a Sun Sparc 10 model 30 with fifty users logged in ai the time. An IBM Powcrslaiior. 32OH
performs the calculations in about the same time. The smoothing spline required 3:11 and the tensor spline interpolation
required 0:07. The raw data consisted of a 15607 x 37 double precision array requiring 4.6 MB (megabytes) of memory.
The largest array used was for the interpolated voltages, and required 11.2 MB of memory. The total memory requirement
for the process was 41.9 MB.
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Figure 3: Fourier analysis. The procedure for performing the Fourier interpolation on one of nine potential drop (pd)
channels is illustrated in this figure, for lest c9. 1. 300 raw data points (approximately 58 fatigue cycles) arc shown.
Note the false wave pattern. There appear to be five overlapping waves shown. This an artifact of the data collection
method. 2. Only 20 raw data points (+) arc shown. The 10:1 Fourier interpolation is plotted with dots. 3. The pcr-cycic
maxima (*) of the Fourier interpolation is plotted. 4. Subplot 3 showed only four potential drop maxima. Subpiot 4
shows an entire test (.\/ = 1464).
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Figure 4 Cubic spline interpolation procedure. 1. The pd maxima shown in subp'ot 4 of Figure 3 are smoothed,
normalized, and interpolated at 101 time points, and plotted for all nine voltmeter channels (ch). 2. The mesh points in
subplot 1 arc interpolated over a uniform mesh in two dimensions, time (/) and position (//). // is measured horizontally
Irom ihc highest curve. The lowest <»per time step was subtracted to obtain <;>,„,.

TEST RESULTS
A iota) of six experiments were performed and arc summarized in Figure 5. Tests c6 and c7 were axial fatigue tests
(-.., = (i). The follow-on tests were proportional loading tests. In tests c8 and c9 the axial and shear strain amplitudes
were both .0043 and in tests dO and d l , the axial strain amplitude was .0025 and the shear strain amplitude was .0075.
It appears that the cyclcs-to-failurc (A'/•) increases as <„ decreases, as might be expected. In all tests, o initially rises
uniformly for all channels, and as a result, <•>,„. remains close to /cm. This is shown on all subplots in Figure 5 as a
"plateau" for the initial portion of the lest. Eventually, a "hill" appears on the plot and grows and broadens. The increase
in <•>,„, corresponds to crack growth. In all cases, the location of the hill corresponds to Ihc position of the crack.
F:or test c6. ihc data is shown truncated after 1443 cycles (8.08 h). After this time, the crack had grown very large,
and the <>,„. for ihosc limes is loo high to plot on the same scale as the portion of the lest shown. For the same reason,
the c7 test data is shown truncated after 265 cycles (2.67 h).
Test c7 was intended to check the effect of introducing a defect of known geometry part way into the test. After 176
cycles a .54 mm diamcicr, .65 mm deep hole was drilled. The result was a slight rise in •;>,•„,., which appears as a small
upward step at (//. /) ~ (0. .97) in subplot c7 of Figure 5. After t = 97h, a crack formed at ihc hole and grew until the
icsi was stopped. This corresponds to the rise and spread of the curve after .97 h in the ploi.

THEORETICAL POTENTIAL DROP NEAR THE CRACK
In this section, we compute the potential drop predicted by electrostatic theory for the mcasurcu final crack geometry.
We will compare our potential drop measurements with Tada'a solution u) Laplace's equation for a scmi-clliptical fiat
crack in a scmi-inliniic body |51 (refer to Figure 6) The potential at any point in the body is given by:
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Figure 5. Experimental results \ / - cycles to failure, ij = lime to failure. 2HJ = (inal crack si/c. <:>,„ - Imal
incremental normalized poicniial drop. Tests c6 and c7 were axial laliguc tests. Tcsis c8, c9, dO. and dl were biaxial
icsis. [after 1443 cycles (8.08 h). {after 265 cycles (2.67 h). In lest c7, a .54 mm diameter hole was drilled aficr
176 cycles (0.97 h) as achec1' on the sensitivity of the experimental lechniquc.
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Figure 6: Crack geometry and Tada's solution to Laplace's equation
where /. , is the electric iicld strength at infinity, /•.' is the complete elliptic integral of the second kind with modulus k,
where /. = \/\ - A2, -\ is the crack "aspect ratio", given by A = /»/"• and I) is the "effective distance" measured from
ihc crack to the position ( <. //, : \, and is found by solving
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where \ = i fa, ) = a I a, and Z - '.jo. For surface potential measurements x = 0, and the solution to equation 2 is:
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Equation 1 gives the nonmali/.cd potential drop from a singic voltage probe pair lead to the crack center, but a
potential drop measurement is taken between pairs of leads. For a crack located at a distance // from (he lower row of
leads, the potential drop is
.-- hi: . < I +
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where //',,./, = /> (^ ^j and i)vj-i, = I) {* hr)- The observed potential drop should correspond to equation 3 only
i I the crack is ihc sole factor affecting electrical resistivity. However, it was mentioned in the Analysis section that there
arc many other factors that have a much greater influence on <1> than the crack docs. The theoretical $ of equation 3
includes the general rise noted on all channels, which we subtract to obtain the incremental value.
Let the minimum potential drop be <P,„,,,, calculated from equation 3 using y = ymiir. In the cylindrical geometry,
(/,„„, is half the specimen circumference, or 14.5 mm in specimen c9, for example. If we subtract ihc minimum potential
drop from any other potential drop, we obtain an "incremental" value. If we normalize this potential to the value that
would be obtained if no crack were present, we predict:
,,
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/ _ /,

dt

'Jin + n c +A 2 )

(4)

An approximate evaluation of equation 4 is plotted in Figure 6, using the measured final specimen crack geometry for
lest c9. In that test, a HW mm crack formed 4.7 mm above the lowerTOWof potential drop leads. The predicted o for
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a range of crack si/.cs from 2<i = 0.545 mm lo (he actual final value of 2a - 10.9 mm is plotted, for a probe spacing
nl 25.4 mm. By the end of ihe icsi, the crack had completely breached the wall thickness (1.61 mm), so this value was
used for the linal scmiminoraxis, //, of the ellipse shown in Figure 6. A constant crack aspect ratio of b/a - A = 0.29
was assumed for preparing Ihc plot.
In test c9, the final experimentally determined peak value for «*,-„,. was 0.020 (refer to Figure 4). The peak value
shown in Figure 6 is 0.006. We reconsider here the assumptions used to derive the theoretical value. A semi-infinite
medium was assumed. For cracks much shorter than the specimen circumference, an infinite medium in the ±# directions
is a reasonable assumption. Likewise, for cracks much shallower than the wail thickness, a semi-infinite medium in the
- .r direction is reasonable. These assumptions would probably have been valid early in a test when the crack was small,
but arc poor at (he end of a test because the crack is long compared to the circumference, and is completely through the
wall.

CONCLUSIONS
There is qualitative agreement between the experimentally determined potential drop shown in Figure 4 and the theoretical
value predicted by electrostatic theory, as shown in Figure 6. The experimentally determined o,,,, curve has the shape
of a hill symmetric about ihc crack, and broadens and increases as the crack grows. The theoretical o,,,. has a similar
shape, for crack geometry similar lo ihc experimental one.
For ihc example test (c9) ihc final experimental <*>,,,• exceeds the theoretical by a factor of three because a semielliptical crack was assumed, but the actual final geometry was a through crack. Future work will include fitting the
experimental data (o other solutions to Laplace's equation, including a through crack [6|. More tests such as c7, in
which a hole was drilled, will be performed. The measured potential drop will be compared to ihc theoretical value for
the actual hole.
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